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“Conversation About Neighborhoods" 
Good Samaritan Society, Tuesday, August 16, 2016, 7-9 PM 

Organized by South Willamette Neighbors (http://www.swneugene.org) 

Notetaker/Transcriber:  Joyce Eaton1 

 

70 to 80 people attended the meeting. 

Christine Sundt (CS) gave the introduction, first asking Neighborhood Association board members or 

their designees to stand up and introduce themselves. CS said that South Willamette Neighbors (SWN) 

received 25 questions and comments on the swneugene.org website, plus additional e-mails and 

Facebook posts.  The types of questions were on refinement plans; Clark-Brown initiative; mixed use 

development; parking & traffic; building heights; legal loopholes; hurdles to prohibit or restrict 

development; uniform or accurate data; how can we agree on terms such as townhouse or townhome, 

affordability, missing middle housing; MUPTE; upzoning; what is rationale for using established 

neighborhoods; how to resolve increased density with other problems it causes; respecting the 

character of the neighborhood (Envision Eugene pillar); affordable, low & middle income housing. 

All questions were given to Terri Harding.  Any questions not answered today [will be answered by Terri 

and put on the website].  Or, if you want to provide rebuttals to what Terri said, send your comments to 

swneugeneinfo@gmail.com.  All answers, rebuttals, comments will be provided as testimony to the 

forum. 

Terri gave an introduction, similar to the one that she gave at the Friendly Area Neighbors meeting in 

October 2015.  I’ve included her written notes here: 

=================================================================================== 

“Good evening, I am Terri Harding, and I lead the City’s long range planning team. I am glad to have the 
opportunity to introduce myself to you. I have lived in Eugene for 21 years, since moving here to attend 
Planning school at the University of Oregon in 1995. I have rented a duplex and a single family home in 
the Jefferson Westside Neighborhood, owned my first home in the Far West Neighborhood, and have 
owned my current home in the Southwest Hills Neighborhood (SHiNA) since 2007. I love this community 
and am raising my family here.  
 
I started my job with the City of Eugene in 2006. I am motivated to come to work each day to help our 
community move toward the most livable, sustainable, equitable, and prosperous Eugene imaginable. I 
value fairness, collaboration, responsible stewardship of resources, and shared learning in pursuit of 
that future Eugene. All of Eugene’s planners share these or similar values, and work every day to turn 
our community’s vision around growth management into reality.  
 
Sometimes, we make mistakes. The South Willamette Special Area zone is one of those times. One thing 

we did poorly was to communicate from the beginning of the project what problem we are trying to 

                                                           
1 [When my notes don’t quite make sense, I put what I think was the missing information in square brackets – so 
for these areas, it may not quite be what was said.] 
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solve. We failed to articulate the process in a way that led to clear understanding on the part of 

interested community members. And, we failed to consistently highlight the impacts of different 

solutions suggested to solve the problem. These are serious mistakes that need to be fixed, and I 

personally and the Planning Team as a whole, are committed to fixing them. 

 
I am an optimist at heart. I believe we can help the community create a fair process for moving forward, 
and stand ready to support that work to the best of my professional ability. We have much to offer, 
once we have earned your trust. I realize I don’t have your trust right now, but I am asking you to give 
me the opportunity to earn it. It is so important to me and to my colleagues, that we find ways to work 
together toward our common goals. Otherwise, we will not reach that future Eugene I described earlier, 
a place where my children’s grandchildren can choose to live and work here, enjoy clean air and water, 
and the same high level of livability that we enjoy today. There are many ways to address the problems 
we face; but it is critical that we do address them, and not ignore them.  
 
I see an opportunity for our planners to support neighborhoods in future planning projects, but I will not 
be advocating for a particular process structure or outcome in the South Willamette Area. We may be 
asked to offer potential options, or comment on suggested ways of moving forward such as the 
Clark/Brown proposal. The most powerful way I can think of influencing the structure of a future 
process, is for community groups to talk to each other about what they would be willing to support. I 
know you have been doing that. Tonight’s event is proof and I feel like this represents an opening to 
work together. It’s not about us versus them; it’s about us, working together for the community good. 
Thank you Christine and South Willamette Neighbors, for reaching out and putting this event together. “ 
 

 
Terri introduced other city staff including Eric Brown (planner), Rene Kane (Neighborhood liaison), Bree 
Nicolello on the Planning Commission, and George Brown City Councilor. 
 
Refinement Plans and Area Planning 
First question was on Refinement Plans, what are they, and will the city support putting resources 
toward it?  At the beginning of the South Willamette process, city considered refinement plan, but went 
with Area Planning (AP) instead.  There is no reason city can’t make adjustments.  Selected Area 
Planning at the time the project was initiated.  Tangible design based planning (explained in Area 
Planning Fact Sheet) with 3 steps: 1) community vision, 2) code, 3) public investments to build. This was 
used in Walnut Station (WS) with 20 pages of code.  The key difference between WS and SW-SAZ was 
the lack of adopted plan policies in SW-SAZ (SW Concept plan was approved, but not adopted).   
https://www.eugene-or.gov/ImageRepository/Document?documentID=22904 
With Area Planning, the approach is design-driven.  Adoption of policies is key difference.   
 
Paul Conte interjected that Area Planning is staff driven.  Refinement plan is driven by a 
neighborhood/community planning team.   
Eliza Kashinsky said that Refinement Plan doesn’t say anything about specific process.   
Terri said that the code and statutes define Refinement Plan (1995 statute ORS 197.200).   
Ann Davies, city attorney, said 197.200 statute, anomalous state law.  Refinement plan not necessarily 
driven by this. 
Terri said that Area Planning was not necessarily staff driven, with RP neighborhood based.   
Paul clarified that OR Revised Statute 197.200 – doesn’t constrain RP.  In state legislature, House Bill 
3065 introduced this clause: “expedited land use process.” 1000 Friends of Oregon, realtors, builders 
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worked on it.  The second version in May 1995 introduced [section 15 of HB 3065, 197.200 statute] to 
provide one path for “expedited land use process.”  Proponents also hoped refinement plans would 
increase community participation. 
 
[Addendum: In an August 18 e-mail, Terri wrote: “I agree ORS 197.200 is not particularly helpful or 
relevant to the current discussion, and will update our fact sheet accordingly.”] 
 
 
Christine Sundt said that this is an example of using words and don’t know what they mean.  We need 
clarity.  Terri agreed. 
 
Terri said that refinement plans can set policy without defining code.  Example of Domino’s Pizza – a 
new use, so had a building permit, but it complied with current standards of code [allowed to build right 
by sidewalk, on/near property line].   
Paul Conte said that isn’t true [with regards to refinement plan].  You cannot violate comprehensive plan 
policies; it doesn’t matter what is in code.  For City of Eugene, state issued order to stop allowing higher 
density development than the code allowed but the Metro Plan designation did not.  A refinement plan 
does limit what can be done.   
Terri said that eventually what gets built is controlled by the code. 
 
[Comment from Paul Conte: This is simply not completely accurate.  The law and court decisions are 
very clear – the City cannot allow more intensive development than the comprehensive plan allows, 
regardless of land use code provisions.  Period.] 
 
Terri said that with Area Planning, it never was intended to be at the expense of public engagement.  
The public engagement clearly wasn’t effective enough.  If the City Council directs us this way, then we 
are happy to do a refinement plan.   
 
Housing Affordability 
Heather Sielicki – What can we do for affordable housing?   
Terri said that there is now a City Council poll out to present inclusionary housing.  Another tool is using 
a construction excise tax to fund affordable housing.  Market rate housing [price and affordability of 
market rate] – housing supply and demand, low wages, factors for the cost of development.   City uses 
waivers and tax exemptions, but these only address low income and there are long waiting lists.  The 
Consolidated Plan on the city’s website [I think https://www.eugene-or.gov/871/HUD-Consolidated-Plan 
is the page] has more on affordability. 
 
Laura Burke Southeast Neighbors.  Talked to developer in a project.  He said that there were huge 
disincentives to build small – the charges were the same for 700 square foot house versus 7000 square 
foot.  Are there ways to build smaller homes more affordable?   
Terri said that this is on the to-do list, will incentivize smaller homes, allowing missing middle and 
clustered housing.   
 
Bonnie Bettman-McCornack said that now we are subsidizing larger houses.  [When on the City Council,] 
way outnumbered by the builders association.  One of the terms that is undefined is “affordable”, and 
“moderate” housing.  When we talk affordable, usually most people think low income.  Right now we 
incentivize middle income and in Lane County above middle income.   
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Question from audience member: What would you define as small and large homes?   
Terri said that secondary dwellings have a maximum of 800 square feet.  There are no maximum or 
minimum on other houses. 
 
Christine Sundt said that she is concerned that she could be priced out of the area.  Maybe being selfish 
to protect my turf.  Terri said that for SW-SAZ, city did do a market analysis.  But city didn’t do a study on 
displacement, which was a mistake. 
 
Envision Eugene and Density 
Terri said that they are now doing street fairs on Envision Eugene.  Last October, the city council ruled 
on the livability of R-1 zoning.  So now looking at different ways to increase density.  [You can get on 
Envision Eugene e-mail list.]  Options A – require multifamily houses on vacant R-2 land; Option B – raise 
minimum density for R-2]; and Option C – add density along key corridors.  Urban Growth Boundary – 
has to have enough land for 20 years.   
 
Currently, we don’t have enough medium and high density multifamily housing (MFH).  One way was to 
develop along key corridors, but we do have different options to get to the 1600 more MFH units 
needed (out of 16,000 needed).   
Option A: Get more houses on multifamily lots [by prohibiting single-family, detached on larger 
multifamily lots].  Now allow single family dwellings (SFD) on R-2 and R-3.  [By excluding SFD, it would 
increase the number of homes here.]  
Option B: Raise R-2 zone’s numerical density from 10 to 14 units for the minimum [medium density 
Metro]. 
 
Lloyd Helikson from Churchill neighborhood asked about the 1600 homes, how do we get this number?   
Terri said that we expect 34,000 people influx, then divide the 20,000 new homes needed for these with 
the housing mix of 45% multifamily and 55% single family homes.  Then, studying land, slope, and other 
constraints, have enough land for single family, but for multifamily have enough except for 1600 units.  
See the housing needs analysis document (thick document). 
Christine Sundt – would the number change if we counted mixed use residential units?  Also, Cathedral 
Park is now in play (part of Rest Haven Cemetery property.   
Terri said that is now in the capacity counts.  Cutoff date [for starting 20 year countdown] is mid-2013.  
Terri said that there is a new program: growth monitoring program, where city will now monitor with 
building permits, etc.  If Cathedral Park is built with a higher density, then city will adjust number. 
 
Kathleen Bosteder from SHiNA, where does lot size come in?  If you made lot sizes smaller, you can put 
more in R-1 areas. 
Terri said that city makes assumptions of averages for what densities are being built, e.g., certain 
amount from South University neighborhood.  Use the average of 2.4 people per dwelling unit.   
Bill Aspegren South University Neighborhood said that in SUN, there are 10-12% of housing with 
students with 3-5 students per house.  He asked whether city considered using more than one average 
(adjust per area, for example for student housing areas).   
Terri said that the there is a list of potential ways to count [density?], and household size is just one way. 
 
Vic Hariton from SHiNA said with the proposed change for the bowling alley, the commercial use would 
be one story, with Down to Earth moving out.  Why isn’t city looking at mixed use?   
Terri said, why 1 story, and did we do anything to try to influence a change?  Yes the city did try to 
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influence.  Set of non-conforming units.  Buildings with residential above – not seeing any built outside 
of downtown.  Goal is to see mixed use with residential along the South Willamette corridor. 
 
Lena Houston-Davisson from FAN asked regarding the multifamily homes map, when identifying 
multifamily homes, with “currently vacant” lots, one is in area zoned general office with only one 
building – but it is identified as medium density.  Do the people who own these spots know that?   
Terri said that the map shows medium density in Metro Plan, either vacant or little development.  Could 
be that the zoning and metro plan don’t match, or it could be a mistake. 
 
Lynn from 40th & Willamette said she has owned property over 40 years.  Multifamily is apartments or 
condos.  With condos, you purchase.  People generally don’t take as high a quality care when they are 
renters. Is there a way to build condos, where people can purchase?   
Terri said that for the multifamily counts, it doesn’t matter whether they are renting or owning.  No way 
to control that; the property owner decides.   
Someone from the audience said that with Cathedral Park, the property owner said that the city made 
him do it [to rent vs. own].   
Terri said for Goal 10 – our plan is supposed to address housing needs at every level.  A lot of people in 
Eugene are burdened by rent.   
 
Laura Wingerd from 28th Avenue asked whether Terri was going to answer all questions, or should we 
repeat?  [Terri said there are a lot of questions.]   
Laura’s question: why focus on South Willamette?  Why not focus on other areas to make the least 
livable areas more livable?  Terri said that SW-SAZ was initiated by the Southtowne Business Association 
and Friendly Area Neighbors – they asked for it. 
 
Janet Bevirt asked about Metro Plan, migrating to Comprehensive Plan.  Metro is the regional 
Comprehensive plan. Why change the name Metro Plan to Comprehensive Plan? What will this change 
mean? There is some reason to change the names with unclear implications.  
[Terri said] in 2007, the state legislature required Eugene/Springfield to have an independent Urban 
Growth Boundary (UGB).  Made choice to pull out parts of Metro plan for a Eugene-specific plan, and 
also pull over the policies that we need.   
Janet asked so where does the Refinement Plan work.  Does it go under the Eugene Comprehensive 
plan?   
Paul Conte said articulate which documents [are included].  The Comprehensive Plan is the Metro Plan 
and the Refinement Plans.   
 
Terri said the proposed ordinance was sent up to the state in November.  Will have an index to show the 
amendments to the Trans Plan, Metro Plan, etc.  List of appendices, employment (jobs), land.  Every 
document will be listed.  No effect on the refinement plans.  They remain as they are.   
Bonny Bettman-McCornack asked whether there will be a cross-out version of what is amended.   
Terri said yes. 
 
Bonny said that the current zoning in areas underdeveloped, you say you can fit about 16,000 units in 
existing zoning.  In the single family area, you allow 0 to 14 units density for Single Family zone.   
Couldn’t all the density be done by creating a higher minimum density for Single Family?  Out of these 
1600 units, how many in SW-SAZ proposed?  For downtown, why don’t we require the big box stores to 
upzone [Whole Foods with residential]?   
Terri answered that regarding the minimum density in R-1, the need is in multifamily; we already have 
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enough single family.   
Bonnie said that is silo thinking.  In low density areas, we have large square foot houses.  Each acre had 
[?].  Why wouldn’t it make more sense to develop on undeveloped areas rather than areas that are 
already moderately dense? 
Eliza Kashinsky said that medium density also has climate goals.  All of the vacant lands are on the 
outskirts of town, so people have to drive more.  But we don’t want to see existing homes bulldozed.    
Bonny said that this is new urbanism.  Serve the new areas with transit.  What is the reason to put 
density in established neighborhoods?  Why?  Just to cash in on lower cost established areas? 
 
Someone asked how many new units in SW-SAZ?   
Terri said that in the capacity analysis, they used the number of 250, and to get this number, it required 
development incentives.  MUPTE requires a refinement plan in place to get additional density along 
transit corridor.   
Brian Weaver  from West Eugene said when Greg Evans asked question at the City Council, the answer 
was 50 to 250, so as low as 50.   
Terri said that the question is what is the real number?  
Joyce Eaton (Southeast Neighbors & FAN) said that the 250 number was only for the Mixed Use areas.  It 
said nothing about converting R-2 to R-3 and the additional units there.   
[ALSO, Joyce reminded Terri after the meeting ended, that the 250 number was based on residential 
rental rate of $1.33 per square foot – and that the one new construction Parvin Place at 24th Place & 
Willamette rented for $1.50 per square foot in 2014, so using that rental rate, the Capacity analysis said 
there would be over 1300 new units – again, just in Mixed use areas (and with MUPTE and reduced 
parking, they’d get over 1700).  This is WAY above South Willamette’s “share”.   
Terri replied, “Point taken” – although HAVE they taken this point?  They keep repeating the 250 
number without caveats.] 
Deborah Noble (Southeast Neighbors) said that people are going to drive anyway.  Also South 
Willamette isn’t a major transit corridor.  It is not like Highway 99.  
 
Joyce’s question (Terri read it): ‘In the City Code Chapter 9 (Land Use), it lists: “the purpose of the R-2 
Medium-Density Residential zone is to implement the Metro Plan by providing areas for medium-
density residential use and encourage a variety of dwelling types." It seems to me that R-2 is ideal for 
implementing the "missing middle" of housing that is being talked about so much lately, and providing 
the variety of housing types that you mentioned in one of FAN's SW-SAZ committee meetings. However, 
every single one of the lots in SW-SAZ that was zoned R-2 in City of Eugene zoning (or zoned Medium 
density in Metro Plan), was rezoned to Apartment/Condo (or multi-use) [which is high density]. Why did 
the planning staff deem this necessary or desirable to do this?’ 
Terri answered that the intent was to have apartment/condo as a transition zone from commercial, then 
apartment/condo, then lower level density. 
Paul Conte reiterated that South Willamette is not a key transit corridor.  Also, the transitions shouldn’t 
be done by taking over existing R-1.  Why did you completely ignore Envision Eugene’s Mixed Use 
Development Committee?  There were 18 recommendations.  Why were these ignored?   
Terri said that there is a communication challenge. They were not intentionally ignored. It would have 
helped to have a member of this committee.   
Paul asked whether the city would engage in the future.   
Terri said it would be good to do. 
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Lloyd Helikson is on the MUPTE advisory committee.  To be eligible for MUPTE, specifically provide a 
refinement plan.  Bonnie asked whether the refinement plan would include implementing zones.   
Terri didn’t know. Amanda Noble on city staff – has MUPTE program guide. 
 
Bonny asked whether regarding MUPTE if anyone has done a study on the amount of taxes forgiven.  
Capstone was $10 million over 10 years.  If the community is interested in a $10 million investment, is 
this the best use of the funds?   
 
Laurel from Southeast Neighbors said her comment is from a developer, on zoning issues with the 
square feet per lot.  Homes on lots in Springfield can be as small as 3000 square feet.  Why can’t a 
Eugene single family lot be that size?  This would provide pocket neighborhoods.  It speaks more to infill.  
Terri said that the current minimum for R-1 in Eugene is 4500 square feet, and R-2 2500 square feet.  
This is certainly something that can be done.  Also, change the maximum lot size. 
 
Lisa Arkin from FAN said that MUPTE proposed a certain percentage of units appropriate for workforce 
housing.  Developers were against this.  But now state law allows inclusionary zoning.  Is the city of 
Eugene proposing this?  How does this fit in with Envision Eugene?   
Terri said yes, that the city is doing planning and community housing plans.  Contact Stephanie Jennings 
for more information.  Scheduled to talk on inclusionary zoning with City Council. 
 
George Brown said that the current MUPTE is still no good.  Previously, there was no public benefit.  
Current MUPTE has “workforce housing” component.  Usually cities define workforce housing at 60% to 
100% of median income [where your rental housing is no more than 30% of your income].  Eugene 
defines it at 100% of median income.  Also, if a developer doesn’t want to do inclusionary zoning, they 
can do “in lieu of” payments.   
[This wasn’t said at the meeting, but an Oregon live link at 
http://www.oregonlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2016/03/affordable housing mandates wi.html gives an 
explanation of Oregon Senate Bill 1533 on inclusionary zoning (in residential buildings with more than 
20 units, require at least 20% of units to be for workforce housing at 80% of median income).  The “in 
lieu of” payments allows developers to not provide the workforce housing, but instead contribute to a 
fund for affordable housing.] 
 
[Paul Conte clarification: City Council adopted the “100% of AMI” as applicable to the current MUPTE 
zone, which is downtown Eugene. It’s not yet determined what the threshold would be for other MUPTE 
areas, if MUPTE were expanded.] 
 
Gerry Meenaghan (Southeast Neighbors) said he walked here.  Walked past Amazon Cottages, which are 
single family homes on small lots.  Also recently did running by Mt. Baldy, where there are 7000 square 
foot houses.  It is ironic that my house at $186,000 with 1000 square feet [two houses from 29th Avenue] 
would be able to have apartments right next to it to get “increased density”, yet it is sick ironic that 7000 
square foot houses are allowed. 
 
Janet said that in regard to MUPTE, my property taxes go up 3% a year.  With MUPTE, there are no taxes 
for 10 years.  When I asked about the Olive Loft investors, it was “not to be divulged.”  So how do we 
know whether city staff, planners, commissioners, councilors, 1000 Friends of Oregon, or other 
advocates are investors?  Public funds are being used [so we should know]. 
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Bonnie said that 34,000 new residents, why do we have to have subsidized housing?  Why do we have to 
subsidize?  There is a demand there.  MUPTE housing has a demand for all services that needs to be 
subsidized because they [the MUPTE housing owners] don’t pay for it.   
Terri said that 34,000 is the number adopted by the City Council, and we are required to plan for it.  
With MUPTE, we have found that it is needed to actualize compact density along corridors.  Don’t have 
a lot of economic tools.  MUPTE is one of the tools.  Apartment/condo expectations for development 
were low. 
 
Lloyd Helikson, Churchill Area Neighbors, said that the 20-year timeframe for Envision Eugene started 
July 1, 2012, not 2013, and went to June 30, 2032.  Now we have had a substantial amount of 
development since then, so why are we doing MUPTE for having more?  He said he had done a study of 
development which had been ignored by the City.  Terri acknowledged that the timeframe was accurate, 
and said the study had not been ignored. 
 
David Monk, Southeast Neighbors, sat in on MUPTE discussions.  Staff wasn’t required to look at 
outcomes.  The developer got MUPTE for housing at 18th and Pearl.  The investors sold and doubled 
their investment in 2 years.  People are coming here.  Why do we need MUPTE?   
Terri said that she will pass this question on to staff.   
 
Terri said that for the street capacity question, how many more housing units before streets are 
considered full at D and E level of service for a street.  Chris Henry would be able to give more details.  
Used the TransPlan model for future housing projection.  How long waiting in a car?  City is doing test 
restriping of Willamette Street.  There are new cameras at Woodfield Station.  Used the citywide Trans 
Plan (tsp.org).  Planning commission hearing, results in the fall.  
 
Janet said that city is not monitoring West 29th Avenue.  There is way more traffic [after the restriping], 
and there is nothing being done.  Also, don’t understand why bicyclists are still allowed to do riding on 
South Willamette St and 29th Avenue sidewalks now that there are bike paths and we want walkability 
on our sidewalks.  Downtown has limitations [no bikes/skateboards on sidewalks].  With Vision Zero [no 
pedestrian or bicycle deaths], city needs to require bicycle helmets. 
 
Opportunity Siting, Willard School site.  This property is owned by 4-J.  Could use for low density 
development (this way in Metro Plan).  Charnelton Street can't be developed to go through to W 29th 
Ave, (the Lincoln St & Woodfield Station traffic lights already have backed up traffic problems) and it 
can't be developed to go through to W 27th Ave, (it's too steep and narrow). 
 
Christine said that with current and future influx of people, they come with kids, so we should save 
schools.   
 
Paul Conte said that in Envision Eugene, Opportunity Siting was a key strategy.  But yet nothing was 
done; instead it was hijacked to Area Planning.  Opportunity Siting is site specific, and community 
supported.   
Terri said this is noted, and it is on the work plan.  Envision Eugene soaked up a lot of staff time.   
[Someone said] With Opportunity Siting, neighborhoods work with the city for higher density.  
Paul said that the developer gets more flexibility and greater density as a result of a proposal that the 
neighborhood community supports through a discretionary process. 
[Paul Conte’s comment: A “Citizens’ Guide to Opportunity Siting” is available on-line at: 
https://trusttheneighbors.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/guidetoopportunitysitingv2draft.pdf .] 
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The “conversation” ended around 8:55 PM. CS thanked Terri Harding and all who attended and 
participated. She reminded the audience to continue submitting questions and comments as well as 
rebuttals through the SWN website (http://swneugene.org/). All documentation from this event will be 
delivered to the City during the upcoming Mayor’s Forum on September 19. 


